
Kim Bendix, Author of The Tangram and founder of
The YugenHaus brings to you a program designed to

rebuild habits for success through a guided
reconnection to the Self. In this program, you will

embark on a specially tailored journey (either done on
their own or through a one-on-one mentorship), that

focuses on evolving seven key traits. Based on the
research of Motivational and Positive Psychologists,

scientific and biological research, personal
experience, and eastern spirituality, participants build

adaptability and resiliency by refocusing their
attention and reconditioning negative responses and

thoughts to overcome any life hurdle.

"My goal with the Tangram is to give everyone the help that they need,
no matter their income level. Designed to evolve, this program will help

people achieve any goal, whether that be weight loss, escaping
poverty, grief, losing a loved one, getting a new job, and much more. 

 

Together, we can make change happen.

Kim Bendix

theyugenhaus.com 

kim@theyugenhaus.com

youtube.com/
theyugenhaus
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kimberlybendix/



SPEAKING Topics
Is your Mood creating your world?

Reparenting ourselves heal our inner child

How to stop fearing Self-Accountability

The Tangram Program

Releasing resentment to discover life purpose

The way one perceives and interacts with the world is learned during
adolescence, which many times can be negative and a detriment to our success.
Recognizing the key factors that drive our reality and cognitively restructuring
these to work for us rather than against us is the key concept

Self-Accountability brings stronger will power, which is oftentimes why we fear
owning up to our mistakes. We learn the importance of unentitlement and take
ownership of our paths and our past, while simultaneously create a new set of
goals that align with our values

The Tangram works on evolving seven key traits necessary for success. Based on
the research of Motivational and Positive Psychologists, scientific and biological
studies, personal experience, and eastern spirituality, participants build
adaptability and resilience by refocusing their attention and reconditioning their
negative responses and thoughts to overcome any life hurdle

Resentment is the antithesis of success and the leading cause of why we cannot
overcome the past. Releasing the anger that has held you and your identity
hostage to make room for vision and purpose is key to your success

The way one speaks to themself is learned through interactions with a primary
caregiver as an adolescent. Realizing these are all borrowed responses and not
truly "you" helps to heal the inner child and live a successful and positive life


